
A SURVEY OF MALTESE NICKNAMES, I 
THE NICKNAMES OF NAXXAR: 1832 

by S. FlORIN I 

Nicknaming practices have increasingly become the focus 
of attention of psychologists and anthropologists, of social 
historians and linguists. The former see in them an incisive 
tool for analyzing the psychology of a community; for the 
latter they represent, very often, both the earliest documen
tation as well as uninterrupted evidence of development of 
important aspects of history and of language. 

In the particular case of the Mediterranean littoral it 
turns out that nicknaming systems constitute one of the 
common features of otherwise wi dely divergent cultural 
tendencies. Several authors have addressed themselves to 
this phenomenon. Julian Pitt-Rivers,l Michael Kenny2 and 
David Gilmore 3 have written about various localities in 
Spain. Paul Sant Cassia~ has considered the Cypriot situa
whereas various Greek communities, both on the mainland 
and on the islands, have been discussed by H. Russell Ber
nard5

, by Ernestine Fried16 and by others. Nicknaming in a 
Jordanian vi llage is one of the obj ects of interest of R. 
Antoun7

, whereas H.B. Allen discusses nicknames in Egypt.8 

(Although this is not an essay on comparative nicknaming 
systems, it would be instructive to consider contrasting 
systems like (i) Naming Practices in ~estern Ireland,9 where 
for example, nicknaming is claimed to have a pureJy identi
fying function, and (ii) Life in a Mexican village 10 , where 
nicknaming is shown to be an exclusively masculine domain.) 
Gerhard Rohlfs'l1 collection of Sicilian nicknames is a use
ful source for purposes of comparison. 

The situation in Malta has been generally ignored except 
by a mere handful of authors. Annibale Preca, 12 in his single
minded endeavour to establish his thesis that the roots of 
Maltese are ultimately Hebrew, lists various nicknames con
temporary to him and classifies tbem under (a) physical de
fects (b) moral defects and shame (c) capabilities (d) trades 
and habits, and (e) archaic termS. Whereas Preca is mainly 
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interested in etymology, Guze Cassar Pullicino stresses the 
socio-folkloristic aspect of nicknames 13 evident in the ex
tensive list contained in the 1939 Electoral Register. Like 
Preca, he proceeds to classify these nicknames under var
ious headings including: personal names, geographical ori
gin, physical characteristics, moral qualities, plants and 
trees; fish, birds and other animals; food and drink, family 
relations, occupations; the months, seasons and the weather; 
and money. The earlie st recorded nicknames current in the 
late Middle Ages are listed and discussed by Godfrey "'et
tinger14 with emphasis on their historical value. 

Various relevant concepts have been formulated which, 
taken together, are seen to be complementary and afford a 
satisfactory over-view of this multi-faceted phenomenon. 
There is general consensus among authors that one of the 
aspects of nicknames is purely functional, namely that of 
identification where other naming systems are not efficient 
enough. 

It is also widely accepted 15 that nicknames discharge the 
function of social integration. Nicknaming is symbolic of 
acceptance and of adoption by the communi ty 16 insofar as it 
allows individuals to identify with one another as members 
of the same group. 

Within the same group, nicknames act as a vehicle for 
class-distinction. In the case where not all members of the 
community are nicknamed, a class division is automatically 
established. In contemporary societies where it can be veri
fied, this assertion is corroborated by the attitudes of the 
members. Among the nicknamed, further grading of status is 
some tin es achieved by naming after the trades and profes
sions which themselves are associated with a hierarchy of 
social positions. 17 

Nicknames can also be viewed as a means of social con
trol. In general, naming is dominating;18 in particular, nick
naming is society's way of staking a claim on the individual, 
literally robbing him of his name; it 'menacingly interferes 
with the primary right of every family ... (to name, and) ... 
represents a. dangerous weakening of family sovereignty over 
its members'19. Furthermore, it is a way of controlling an in
dividual's non-conformiry with accepted mores. 
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Finally, nicknaming is also a form of 'social satire' .20 
Ridicule is its way of achieving all of the foregoing aims. 
Seen in this light, Gilmore underlines the nicknames' highly
charged affective content and hence the extreme touchiness 
about their use. Setting aside the obvious mere identifiers, 
for the most part nicknames are either derogatory, unsavoury 
or outright scurrilous. These connotations of derision are 
particularly evident in a large subset of nicknames consist
ing of nonsense terms devoid of all semantic content. 

The object of this first paper is to present a li st of the 
Naxxar nicknames of 1832. Since this list is practically 
complete one obtains a fairly clear insight into the way the 
village 'thinks' as an organic whole. It also affords a basis 
for a tentative theory of Maltese nicknames against the 
back-drop of the other Mediterranean studies outlined above. 
In a second paper an attempt is made at bridging the docu
mentation gap between the early 16th and early 19th cen
turies on which period no substantial material has been 
published yet. This allows an overall view of the chrono
logical development from the late Middle Ages to the present 
time, a first step towards a. synthetic appraisal. 

I THE NICKNAMES OF NAXXAR: 1832 

The Libri Status Animarum 21 constitute a rich source of 
material for the social historian from around 1680 to the 
1830's.22 Among other information, they provide the researcher 
with an abundant stock of nicknames from this period. In this 
respect, Vol. XXIVb N.17, dated 1832, is quite outstanding 
insofar as in it the parish priest of Naxxar, Don Giovanni 
Baptista Grech, lists practically eve ry nickname of his 
parishioners. Of the 144 households, embracing a population 
of 2891, no less than 544 carry a nickname; of the remaining 
200, quite a few also do, except that for some reason or 
other (e.g. the nickname is not immediately recalled by the 
parish priest) it remained unrecorded. Such a document af
fords a unique insight into the psychology of an early 19th 
century Maltese village community which other less com
plete material can only vaguely portray. 

Maltese personal nomenclature can be catalogued under 
four main headings: (1) personal or first names, (2) sur
names, (3) pet-names, and (4) nicknames. One main distinc-
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tion is immediately apparent between the first two and the 
latter two. The former official appellations are bestowed on 
the individual by his forbears prior to and at the outset of 
his existence, whereas the latter are assigned by his peers 
in the course of his .lifetime, in a variety of informal situa
tions, in response to the development of the person's char
acter and personality. As a corollary to this sequential 
ordering in time: 

[

CH ARACTER/P ERSON AUTY] [ ] P ET-N AME 
SURNAME<NAME< DEVELOPMENT AND -( / 

NICKN AME 
MANIFESTATION 

it is evident that a person's attitudes and personality may 
be influenced by his official appellatives which precede it 
but can only influence the less official pet-names and nick
names which follow. It is a common experience that people 
react to the names they inherited or mould their behaviour 

and appearance to suit them 23 so that in this sense, ncmes 
and surnames are instrumental in the formation of one's 
character and behaviour. The reverse can be said for pet
names and nicknames. A person's behaviour, personality, 
appearance, character, determine his peers' conception, or 
misconception, of him and their way of assessing and des
cribing him is encapsulated in the pet-names and nicknzmes 
they call him by. As such, the list of village nicknames is 
seen as an incisive tool for probing the community's mental 
processes in analyzing itself in its constituent elements. 

It will be argued that nicknames serve a dual purpose: 
(i) that of identifying individuals as efficiently as possible, 
and (ii) that of proclaiming and enforcing society's norms of 
conduct. To corroborate the first assertion is a relatively 
straightforward matter since it can be deduced from purely 
factual observations. The latter, however, leans heavily on 
interpretation. An observer in the 1980s of events happening 
ISO years earlier in 1832 may have the advantage of an ob
jective and dispassionate viewpoint, but he is otherwise 
essentially handicapped in being deprived of the first-hand 
experience of perceiving the name-giving process in all its 
stages of development. It is that much more difficult for the 
non-contemporary observer to determine how nicknames are 
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conceived, how referents react to them, how and why they 
die out. It is extremely hard for him to interpret their mean
ing and to break the code couched in these nominatives, 
whose existence he is conscious of but which he is im~ 
potent to come to grips with. The observer has to be "in" 
with the communiry to interpret its symbols correctly. 2~ 

Many remarks of the detached observer must necessarily 
remain at the hypothetical level or purely anecdotal. At best 
he can extrapolate judiciously from his own contemporary 
situation back in time and space. 

Hesearchers Morgan, O'Neill and l-lam~·25 distinguish be
tween three types of society: 

(i) one which allows none of its members to escape 
nicknaming, 

(ii) one which labels 70~{ to 80% of its members, and 
(iii) one in which almost no one gets a nickname. 

In the context of this scheme, it appears that Naxxar 1832 
fits into the second category. These authors argue for a 
direct corre lation between intensity of organization of the 
community and its social cohesion on the one hand, and the 
intensity of the nicknaming system on the other. It is pos
sibly arguable that the no n-assignment of nicknames to 
some 25% of the community could indicate class distinction, 
but for lack of evidence the point is not pursued. 

1.1 Nicknallle's as Identity Carriers 

Out of the 362 nicknames no less than 107 (or 30%) have 
a purely defining function, without any further connotations, 
namely that of determining unequivocally the identity of the 
referent. It is only natural that the nicknaming system should 
have this function of individuating since any labelling sys
tem has it. 26 It is also to be expected since there are only 
97 surnames to go around the 362 households and some very 
popular surnames like Gauci, Camilleri, Vella, Galea and 
Samm ut can labe 1 as many as 30 dis tinct households so that 
the official system of identification by surname is not effi
cient enough. Abstracting from the involved problem of ori
gins of nicknames and surnames, the relationship between 
the two naming systems quo identifiers needs looking into. 
Basing his conclusions on the solid foundations of the 
earliest available documentation, Wettinger27 concludes that 
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nicknames 'exist side by side but independently of sur
names'. If taken sequentially in time the analogy of paral
lelism is perfectly valid; structurally, however, nicknames 
run perpendicularly across surnames thereby constructing a 
fool-proof identification reference grid. From the material in 
hand as well as from contemporary sou,rces it is a simple 
matter to provide examples illustrating thi s fact. 

NICKNAME 

Ta' Zabbett 

Ta' Nardu 

Tal-qamh 

Ta~ saffarlu 
Ta' qoros (?) 

Ta' hmira 

Table I 

SURNAMES WITIl SAME NICKNAME 

Sammut (6)/8 Muscat (19), Attard (77,77),1 
Ag;ius (81). 
Borg (39, 49), Camenzuli (47), Xiberras 
(55,65). 
Ciuppara (38,44,52,52,68), Bonavia (73, 
76). 
Cassia (4), Calleja (4). 
Fenech (27,29,43,84), Dimech (43), 
Chetcuti (45). 
Magri (6,81), Rezzina (58,59,82,82). 

This table gives some instances of how the same nick
name intersects several surnames. The following illustrates 
the converse situation of a surname intersecting several 
nicknames. 

Table 11 

SURNAME NICKNAMES WI'Dl SAME SURNAME 

Magro/Magri Tal-haddied (25), ta' mnajjar (15), ta' 
Brejta (5), ta' tmiru (6), ta' Palun (12), il
poxt (23), ta' Trejs (40). 

Decelis Ta' Rqiqu (7), ta' majnas (39), ta' tilli 
(18), tac-cong (28), taHurnar (14), ta' 
buqa (79), ta' I::icieli (28). 

Bonnici Ta' nemusa (2,30,74), tal-kursat 0), ta' 
hafifa (5, 20), l-ohxon (9), ta' ghaffa (48), 
tal-gwapp (76). 
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Identification by means of nicknames is achieved in one 
of four principal ways. 

1.1.1 Same-nicknames 

By association with the personal name of some presum
ably prominent member of the family. Of these there are no 
less than 54 or 14.5% of all nicknames: 

Andreana, t3' (32) 
Anna, ta' (49,4')) 
Baskal, ta' (64,65,65) 
Brejta, ta' (5,48) 
Cikka, ta' (54) 
Dun Arrigu, ta' (81) 
Dun Flipp, ta' (23) 
Dun Miju, ta' (41) 
Felic, ta' (4) 
Frenc, ta' (44,50) 
Geswaldu, ta' (14,79) 
Gj ammink a, ta' (11, 11) 
Gorgi, ta' (84) 
Grabiela, ta' (15,16) 
Gacitu, ta' (62) 
Grejzja, ta' (74) 
Karmna, ta' (37) 
Ketrina, ta' (38) 
Kikina, ta' (59) 
Klawd, .ta' (48,49) 
Klement, ta' (70,70) 
L aj zar, ta' (11) 
Lejzer (81) 
Lazzru, t.a' (79) 
Lizja, ta' (20, 36) 
Marku, ta' (26) 
Masi, ta' (13, 19, 41) 

Table III 

Mattew, ta' (62) 

M a tti j a, ta' (2 ° ) 
Mattjol, ta' (23) 
Menzju, ta' (9,20,20,35) 
Mickey 
Mickey, ta' (66) 
Miju (8) 
Miju, ta' (19) 
Minikozza, tal- (79) 
Minka, ta' (24) 
Nardu, ta' (39,47,49,55,65) 
Noforju, ta' (9,56) 
Nozzi, ta' (5,7) 
Nurat, ta' (33,80) 
Pirtoldu, ta' (36,44,80) 
Ptajrez, til' (15) 
Rokku, ta' (35) 
Salvatur, ta' (50,59,61) 
Saverja, ta' (27) 
Vestfu, ta' (30,42,79) 
Xandru, ta' (58) 
Zabbett (6) 

Zabbetta, t\1' (19,77,77,81) 
Zeppita, ta' (36,77) 
Zeppu ta' Lizja, .ta' (36) 
Zepp u t-tifla, ta' (22) 
Zuz, ta' (38). 

In many cases, the prominent individual responsible for 
the assignment of the nickname is readily identified within 
the household. Thus Mickey is the head of family Michele 
Bugeia. This entry is particularly interesting as it is an 
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early sure indication of the influence of Fnglish on our 
personal nomenclature. Ptajrez is most probably the diminu
tive of Petruzzu, the diminutive being used here, as in many 
cases, to distinguish the person from his father or forbear 
with identical name. Not so expected are the entries: Gio 

Maria Pulicin d (ett)o Miu (8), Calcedonio Leizer (81) and 
Giov(anni) Sammut Zabbet (6) where no obvious relationship 
is apparent between the nickname of name-type and the 
individual's first name. 

There are twice as many male as female names in this 
list, which can be interpreted as a measure of sex discrimi
nation. The discrepancy is even more marked if one con
siders the lis t of "11-", as opposed to "ta''', nickname s. 

29 d h .. The former, according to Pr.eca are re serve to t e ongma-
tor of the nickname; the latter label those who inherit it. 
Among the 109 nicknames in this list only the following 14 

qualify women: 

Table IV 

Rosa Cassar in-nanna 
Graga (13) 

Teresa Camilleri .Habbatina 
(18) 

Giovanna Gauci it-twila (22) 
Teresa Mizzi Faizotta (28) 
Grazia Muscat Ganduwa (41) 

Maria Stivala Sturnellija (46) 
Maria Stivala Faconda (77) 

Anna Sammut Taghtoira (13) 
Rosa Grech Uzzina (21) 
Giovanna Debono Coppina 

(28 ) 
Maria z-zokka (41) 
Grazia Debono Zezzt (42) 
Teresa Borg il-nabsij a (47) 

Grazia Dorabassa (84) 

This is in keeping with nicknaming practices of other 
Mediterranean countries. Certain Greek communities, for ex
ample, refrain . altogether from nicknaming their women. 30 

The same can be said of some Jordanian villages,31 whereas 
in certain Andalusian farming communities 32 the practice is 
much more similar to the Maltese situation in this respect. 

1.1.2 Surname-nicknames 

The second means of identification is by relating the 
family to some unusual or otherwise somehow unique sur
name associated with it. These nicknames include: 
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Table V 

Giuseppe Fenech BALZAN 
(76) 

Anna Camilleri TA' 
DARMANIN (69) 

Andrea Decelis TA' 
DICIELl (28) 

Giuseppe Zammit TA' 
CELFU (79) 

Hosa Sammut vedova 

TA' GFLFlJ (83) 
Pietro Zammit TA' GELFU 

(R 3) 

Paolo Grima TA' GRIMA (18) 

Andrea Galea TA' MAGRU 
(57) 

Ange 10 Agius SAT ARIENUWA 
(19) 

Ange1a TA' UZZINA (4) 
Giambattista Grech T AL

UIZZINA (15) 
Rosa Grech UZZIN A (21) 
Gio. Maria Borg SUANES 

(34) 

Of these surname-nicknames Darmanin, Gelfu, Satariano, 
Vuzzina and Zuanez (possibly a corruption of Desguanez33 

were otherwise non-existent in Naxxar so that any associa
tion with such a surname guaranteed immediate identifica
tion; there was only one family with surname Balzan which 
had no nickname. On the other hand, Hagro/Magri was ever 
so popular in Naxxar where Hal Dejp4 is to this day a part 
of the village; no less than 13 households had surname 
~1agro/Magri, three of whom were village blacksmiths. Why 
Magro should have been chosen :-IS an identifying nickname 
i:; therefore not at all clear. 

Dece lis was another very popular surname at Naxxar em
bracing 7 households, tWo of whom were village bakers. In 
this case, Andrea ['ecelis ta' Cicieli (28) makes more 
sense. Given that each Decelis household had a nickname 
(nicknan-.e; listed in Table IT); it C;lfl be ar,gu.ed that in the 
absence of the six other Decelis households, Andrea's 
family would not have been nicknamed. This would amount 
to saying that these types of nicknames are in fact not 
nicknames in the strict sense. The same can be said of 
Paolo Grima ta' Grima (18) similarly differentiated from the 
other nicknamed Grima family, t(/71-1/(/bli (78); in this case 
there were three other non-nicknamed Grimas. Perhaps the 
nickname Magro can be explained in similar terms if it can 
be shown there was once some Magro ta' Magro, who had 
passed on his nickname to descendants with different sur
names. 
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More research needs to be done to verify the hypcthc<:is. 
suggested by Table IV, that surname-nicknames were thc 
beginning of double-barrelled surnames in Malta, so populal 
to-day. It is certainly a fact that these surnames started to 
flourish (more in Gozo than in Malta) not much before 1800, 
a fairly early notable example being Agius de Soldanis 
(b. 1712), Agius ta' Sultana. It will be seen in the second 
paper that surname-nicknames have been in use for centuries. 

1.1.3 Vocational nicknames 

The third class of identifying nicknames consists of 
those that refer to the trade or profession of the head of the 
family, or of the whole family. Of this type of vocational 
nicknames one finds: 

Table VI 

* Aromatario (9) 
Barn-i, il- (30) 
Barbier, tal- (38, 70) 
BicCier, tal- (50) 
Cakkar, ic- (70) 
Fakkin, ta' (13) 
* Ferraro (9,22,22,23,54,79) 
*Fornaro (47,53,74) 
Gabillott, il- (23) 
Gardinar, il- (73) 
Ghagin, tal- (10) 
H addied, tal- (25) 
Haddiedu, tal- (39) 
Kahhal, il- (37, (6) 
Kahhal, tal.- (81) 
Kampis, ta' (54) 
Kappellier, ta' (6, 10) 
Katapana, tal- (43) 

Kaptana, tal-(79) 

Kursal, tal- (43) 
Makku, tal- (69,84) 
*Medico (70) 
Mitrna, tal- (75,83) 
*Molinaro (8, (1) 
Nostromu, in- (20) 
Nutar, tan.- (34) 
Nutari, ta' (36) 
Patri, il- (48) 
Qabla, tal- (3'5) 
Qamh, tal- (38,44,52, '52,68, 

73, 76) 
Qassis, tal- (43) 
Qobbajtan, tal- (47) 
*Serviente (79) 
*Soldato (6, 31) 
*Tintore (29). 

The entries marked with an asterisk are only doubtfully 
included in this list. On the one hand, written as they are, 
not in the vernacular, it seems they are meant only to in
dicate the person's trade or profession. This is confirmed 
in the cases of Francesco Magri tu bmiru soldalo (6) and 
Francesco Chetcuti la gleicia solda/o (31), where the real 
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nickname is seen to be different. On the other hand tal
mithna and molinaro are tautologous and So are Ferraro and 
tal-haddied. Similarly, the family of l'aromatario would have 
been referred to as ta' l-ispiijar, as nowadays, and so on 
with the others. Be that as it may, the complete list is of 
interest since it describes the various trades and profes
sions in the village. 

It is to be noted that some of the occupations are relics of 
earlier times. Thus, corsairing had run its course in the pre
vious century.35 Similarly, the job of the catapan, who was a 
person employed by the Universita to ensure the observance 
of its laws and regulations, had been terminated by 1780. 36 

The feminine form tal-katapana is no indication of preco
cious female emancipation; it is either an unusual form of 
plural or refers to a prominent female in the erstwhile family 
of the Kata{wn. Analogous adjectival functions of surnames 
arC not unknown,37 some of which have become fixed in that 
form, such as Simiana (earlier form Simiani/Simiano).3s 

As pointcd out before, it seems that the Magros had had 
some sort of monopoly of the blacksmith's trade in Naxxar; 
similar! y, the Decelis family was prominent among the 
bakers. By comparison, the nickname tal- qamh was almost 
synony mous with the surname Ciuppara; five out of the 
eight families had this surname, one of the remaining three 
had no surname recorded, and the other two were Bonavia. 

I/-/}(lfri probably refers to an unfrocked friar. Although 
ta/-ljassis identifies the family of some prominent ecclesias
tic, qassislI (12) has different connotations, discussed 
later. 

1.1.4 Loca/ional nicknames 

The last main group of nicknames identify by association 
with place of origin outside the village. Thus, if a village 
girl marries someone from Rabat, say, who comes to live at 
Naxxar it is very likely that he gets called ir-Rabti. Among 
such locational nicknames one finds: 
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Table VII 

Batn-ij a, tal- (42) 
Bellacara, tal- (52,72) 
Bormlis, il- (52) 
Gozitan~/o (42,46,61,80,83) 
Lija, ta' Mal (61,80) 

Masri, tal- (11, 33) 

Mostija, il- (13) 
Rabti, ir- (39) 
Rabtija, tar·- (59) 
Zebbugi, iz- (38) 

The writing of Bellacara for Birkirkara seems to have been 
a fad of earlier centuries39 which had become outdated by 
1832, as indicated by the form 'Tal-Bellacara' (rather than 
'ta' Bellacara') by which time the semantic content was lost. 

Tal-Masri may refer to someone with Egyptian connexions. 
Tal- Bahrija need not necessarily refer to the small hamlet 
in the limits of Rabat; it could equally well be a reference 
to a moth, discussed later. 

These four classes are by no means the only type of 
nicknames whose purpose is primarily one of identification. 
But in many cases other nicknames have ulterior motives, 
camouflaging some social comment regarding the refere::1t. 
The foregoing four-fold heading lies, so to speak, at one 
end of the spectrum of comment, being completely neutral, 
and shorn of any favourable or stigmatizing nuances, and 
solely employed as identity-carrier 

The efficiency of the nicknaming system superimposed on 
the system of surnames is quite remarkable as identifier. 
For example, if one goes through the list of (mostly nick
named) convicted persons who faced the death sentence in 

the 19th century~O one can immediately pick out the Naxxar 
criminals in the list solely by their nicknames: ta' Minka, 
ta' Giswarda and il-Palun; ta' Bagollu from Mosta probably 
had Naxxar connexions. No way can one identify so easily a 
Censu Grech or Gamri Magri from Naxxar, but Gamri Magri, 
il-P alun from Naxxar i~ quite unique. One should note the 
Maltese expressions 'ta' min jghidulu' and 'kif isibuh' when 
meaning 'what is so-and-so's nickname'. 

One practical application of this ready identification is 
the measurement of internal migration. Thus one can com
pare the 1832 list with the 1939 Electoral Register (ER) 
and, via the surname-cum-nickname label, identify in a 
practically fool-proof manner those people of Naxxar who 
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either stayed on in the village or moved to another locality 
over the century. This is not the place to go into full de
tails of quantification but an indication of the sort of infor
mation one expects to deduce from this data is suggested 
by the following table. In it, each of the nickname/surname 
pairs of the first column is to be found at Naxxar in 1832 
at the locality /localities indicated in the second column. 

Table VIII 

NAXXAR 1832 1939 NAXXAR 1832 1939 

Ballottra/Schembri Mosta Kobros/Catagna Naxxar 
Baqri/ Agius Mosta Likk/Debono Naxxar 
Barbier/Falzon Naxxar Mnajjar/Magro San Pawl 
Bellacara/Borg Naxxar Nemusa/Zarb Mgarr/San 
Bilbel/Sammut San Pawl Pawl 
Birk/ Agius Mosta/ Pertoldu/ Agius San Pawl 

Naxxar/ Qassisu/Cutajar Mellieli.a 
San Pawl Ras sa/Cami lleri Mosta 

Bokkin/Borg Mgarr Sestu/Galea Mosta/ 
Brajba/Brincat Naxxar/ Naxxar 

Mgarr Sinistru/Mifsud Mellieli.a 
Cakkar/Cilia Naxxar Sprettu/Xerri Naxxar 
Falz/ Azzopardi Naxxar Stringi /Borg Attard/ 
IJabsij a/Borg Mellieha Naxxar 
lfafi /Galea Naxxar/ Twil/Gatt Naxxar 

Gli.ajn- Xommuwa/Vella Mosta 
sielem Zarnzam/Grech Naxxar/ 

Gi zwarda/Grech Mellieha Mellieli.a 
Kcwta/Gauci Naxxar Zellaq/Frendo Mosta/ 
Klawd/Vella Mgarr/ Naxxar 

San Pawl Zeppita Rabat 

From this data various observations of interest can be 
deduced. Typical conclusions are that some 37% of the 
populat ion stayed on in Naxxar compared to 63% which 
moved. Also, migration seems to have occurred exclusively 
to newly developed centres to the north of Naxxar. 
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1.2 Nicknames as 'Standard- Bearers' 

A second characteristic function that nicknames appear 
to have in a community is that they serve society as its 
'standard-bearers' in the sense that the community uses 
them to promulgate its own standards of proper behaviour 
and of correct appearance. Nicknaming can be viewed as an 
efficient way by which the community can keep in check 
social. aberrations of its members. By using these 'ritual 
insults' every time such a nickname is invoked, the recal
citrant is reminded of his erring ways and may, occasional
ly, come to his sense s and align his behaviour with mores 
acceptable to the community. This can happen to the exten t 
that a punishing nickname no longer fits, gets dropped and 
replaced by another more suited to the convert.H 

Some nicknames in the Naxxar 1832 list that can be seen 
to fit this category include: 

(i) Tal-15absija (47,47,53) and tal-im15arrka (69). Every time 
such a nickname is called is a reminder that appellate has 
transgressed the law and been summoned or punished for it. 
The crime is not easily forgotten by society and the stigma 
is inherited for generations, as the form 'tal-' indicates. It 
is also a reminder to the rest of the community that laws are 
not broken with impunity. Then, much more than now, :'0 

ciety set great store by such public warnings. In the case 
referred to earlier, in which il-Palun was convicted of ab
etting a murderer nicknamed il-Pajlic, society was not con
tent to put to death the two main perpetrators of the crime 
but exacted that il-Pajlic should be beheaded and his head 
impaled on a stone column in Main Street Naxxar, near the 
scene of the crime, to serve as a public warning.~2 

Often nicknames tend to lose their sting with the passage 
of time. Thus, il-kursal (3,72) was probably no more than an 
identifying label in 1832, but it could well have carried a 
similar stigma 50 years earlier. 

(ii) Bonap arti (71), a very topical nickname in the early 
decades of the 19th century, requires little imagination to 
fit some pocket-sized over-bearing Francesco Vella. His 
peers, not tolerating this impudence, get their own back 
heaping scorn on him; their retaliation is encapsulated in 
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the use of the symbolic nickname. W~th a similar flavour, 
one encounters nicknames like Eccellenza (77), tal-Palazz 
(2). Sa/amun (11,54), and tal-Prlncep (24,68). 

(iii) Quite intriguing is the nickname Valvara assigned to 
Pietro Deguara (27) and to his son (?) Alberto (37) (ta' Val-
1'(ua). As seen in an earlier study,43 Ceguara is a corruption 
of the aristocratic surname [;eGuevara, which is recorded in 
~falta by the middle of the 15th century;44 tbe variant Degua
ra made an appearance by the beginning of the 17th century45 
and ran concommitantly "ith its analogatum princeps until 
the end of the 18th centuryH with Naxxar and Mosta the lo
calities where it predominated. By the end of the 18th cen
tury, Deguara had practically become the sole survivor. It is 
very likely that Pietro Deguara, aged 60 in 1832, was still 
staking some claim to nobility, clinging to the more correct 
but obsolescent, if not obsolete, version of the surname. 
This attitude would very obviously jar in a rural milieu so 
that Pietro's peers only naturally single him out for disdain 
since he kne" not ho" to keep his place.47 The nickname 
would have had an added sting if Ceguara had had some 
s pee ch peculi ari ty. 

(iv) The village feels threatened by th e Bonapartis and 
Vaivaras who try to show themselves one-up on their peers. 
On the other hand, the community equally resents unbe
coming conduct, shabby appearances, and general lack of 
conformity to its standards of propriety. -On the outer fringes 
of the village society one can imagine a motley crew of un
savoury characters like grimey, lice-ridden Cikku S ammut 
Xkorajaham (44), a foul-mouthed Ganni Borg tal-mldg hi (82), 
a tattered Ganni Galea tal- hajl (83),48 slimy Guz eppi Azzup
pard if-Falz (3), Karlu ~1agro Tl-poxt (23) and Anglu Camil
leri ta' Gakbinu (30), a sneaky Camri .as-seksuka (64), 
smelly Ang lu Cilia i c- c'akkal (70), Injazju Sammut I c- cefwieh 
(60) and Luzju Vella ta' xommuu:a (71), a raving Ganni 
Gauci id-dirwix (60) and Frangisk Cutajar qasslsu (12) radia
ting false piety. 

(v) In a less pungent vein one finds nicknames deriving from 
the moral qualities or conditions of their bearers: 
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Ahrax, 1- .(19) 
Bzara, ta' (49) 
Dottura, ta' (53,14) 
Glusi, tal- (42, 79) 
Gwapp, tal- (14,76) 
Gwerrier, il- (4) 
Harbat (39) 
Hmar, tal- (15) 
Hmejdu (64) 
Hmejda, ta' (79) 
Irjal (17) 

Table IX 

Lejh, ta' (37) 
Marsus, tal- (46) 
Midnu (83) 
Mistnuwa,.tal- (31 
Mxammar (34) 
Mxammar, tal-i (34) 
Naxxa, tan- (38) 
Sinistru, ta' (40,47,54) 
Stririgi (14) 
Xewka, ta' (6) 
Xieref, ta' (7,7, 26) 

Two main features can be distinguished here: the person's 
attitud~ towards possessions (l-irjal, lejh, stringi, marsus) 
and his attitude towards his peers, whether this is one of 
aloofness and introvertedness (naxxa, mistnuwa, hmejdu) or 
one of aggression and extrovertedness (l-ahrax, bzara, dot
tura, xewka, miel nu); as is to be expected, one finds more 
of the latter. Naturally, these categories reflect as much 
the attitudes of the name-givers and as such are valuable 
particularly since nicknames that stick must be indicative 
of a consensus of opinion, transcending personal bias. 

The nickname written tal glusi (42,79) is probably tal
/!-usi, a word recorded solely by M.A. Vassalli49 with the 
meaning jealous (gnajjur, gelusi), a near-contemporary of the 
Naxxar Status Animamm list. It probably went out of use and 
became considered archaic by later lexicographers.50 This 
instanc'e brings into relief an important aspect of the study 
of nomenclature in general and of nicknames in particular, 
name ly their relevance to the study of language develop
ment. This invaluable asset has been recognized by impor
tant scholars abroads1 where, in places like England and 
Sicily, old documentation of the language is in overabun
dant supply in very sharp contrast to the situation in Malta. 
This makes it even more impellent for us to discard absol
utely none of the snippets of written evidence available. An
other instance in this same list is the word qobbajtan for the 
maker/seller of nougat (qubbajt). In this form, to the present 
author's knowledge, the meaning has gone otherwise unre
corded. \\orth noting also is the occurrence of the nickname 
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Cifaddu (very probably related to the place name ta' Gjovad
dus2 which is a rare \faltese lingui stic specimen exemplify
ing the common Sicilian transition 11 > dd. s3 

1.3 Nickrwmes as ,r.,'atire 

Between the two extremes of nicknames shorn of all com
ment content, serving merely the purpose of identification, 
on the one hand and the undoubtedly stigmatizing nicknames 
on the other, one can detect a whole gamut of nuances 
whIch often are extremely hard to interpret accurately. Run
ning through all of them one is conscious of the element of 
satire and ridicule. 

1. '1.1 I'bysica/ chllrac{eristics 

Among thesc more cnigmatic nicknames one encounterS 
those highlighting a person's physical appearance, which 
more oftcn than not, emphasizes defects or is derogatory in 
one way or another. Of these one finds: 

Abjad, 1- (2) 
Bajcla, tal- (6) 
(~ong, tac- (28) 
Fakonda (77) 

Fqaj jar. tal- (75) 
Chasli, tal- (70) 
(;hazza, ta1- (20,33) 
li afi fa, ta' CS) 
Hafifu, ta' (20) 

Jlawli, ta1- (39,52, (2) 
Is w c cl, t a 1- (5 1, 56, 6 0) 
Likk, tal- (51,69,74) 
Maghluba (7) 

Majnas, tal- (39) 

Table X 

Mezzan, il- (27) 
Mezzan, tal- (10) 

Mherri, tal-i (5, 41,43) 
Nani, tan- (14, 51) 
Nemusa, ta' (2,30,74) 
Ohxon, 1- (9) 
Ohxon, tal- (23,67, (7) 
Rqiqa (7) 
Spalla (66) 
Sufin (17) 
Tapp, it- (77) 
Twila, it- (22) 
Twil, tat- (22) 
Trux, tat- (83) 
Zopp, taz- (15). 

Some of these nicknames are undoubtedly very cruel and 
crude. It is hard to imagine someone /-imherri merely as a 
way of identifying him; the same can be said of /n/-hawli, 
although in this case, the meaning of infert;lity could well 
applv to fields in the person's possession.s' 
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One cannot be quite sure of how to classify these nick
names, because one cannot assess how sensitive to them 
their recipients are. One cannot help feeling, however, that 
the motivation behind them is to demean the nominee. To 
refer to someone of small stature as it-tapp, or in-lIi1l1i or 
in-nemusa is suggestive of an element of ridicule. One tends 
to confirm this view from the conclusions of various an
thropologists. To quote but one: 'Mediterranean community 
nicknames tend to poke fun at people, especially adult 
males. They humiliate or mortify in a comic vein; they 
deride and minimize. ,55 

1.3.2 Nonsense terms 

This comic element is even more apparent in quite a 
large class of nicknames which are devoid of all meaning 
and best described as 'nonsense terms'. 'What counts is 
the comedy of the name distortion itself and the theft of the 
official cognomen; the semantic content is secondary,5{) 
Some representative sobriquets are the following: 

Billikku, tal- (42) 
Callambabu (11,11) 
Canguwa, ta' (14) 

Gj anduwa (41) 
Graga, in-nanna (13) 
Maxata, tal- (45) 
Nnaj su (6) 
Pajb, il- (53) 
Pajpetta, ta' (25) 
Paxala (73) 

Pejsu, il- (55) 

Table XI 

Pesul (48) 
Xarampija, ta' (48) 
Ximnotta, ta' (14) 
Zambur, ta' (67) 
Zamzam, ta' (16, 16, 31) 
Zann ill, ta' (42) 
7:engeg (G6) 
Zep~ep, ta' (50) 
Zezzi (42) 
7.iggi, ta' (13) 

7inik (41). 

The satire couched in these appellatives breaks through 
in spite of the distance in time and social conditions. One 
needs very little imagination to visualize 'the affective con
tent of use and the underlying messages conveyed by non
verbal cues: ... the jeering, ironic, conspiratorial or in
sinuating tone of voice ... the whispering through cupped 
hands, although the bearer is absent, ... the smiles pro
voked among those present, irrespective of the (nickname's) 
real or presumed meaning. ,57 
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1. 3. 3 Unusual events 

Judging by the way contemporary. nicknames get under 
way, one realize s that quite a number often arise out of 
some unusual incident. An. informant from Senglea describes 
how pre-war nicknames ta' bmort, ta' Camort and ta' Ca
mosk in Senglea originated from VinCimort, originally as
signed to a forebear of these who was thought dead and 
came to life on his way to the cemetery; as a result of this 
incident the law58 was enacted whereby interment of cada
vers could not take place before 14 hours from certification 
of death had elapsed. It is difficult to tell which of the lS32 
Naxxar nicknames, if any, began this way. A likely candi
date is Ganni Borg Ajmarasi (3), whose sobriquet c~)Uld be a 
reference to some incident, known to all, in which Ganni got 
hit on the head; however it could equally well be a snide 
comment on the village hypochondriac. 59 Other possibles are: 

Carolo Muscat t al- Babaw (SS), Grazia Dorabassa (S'4), 
Vincenzo Vella tal- Frakass (9), Ganni Muscat l:..ld Paolo 
Sammut ta' gidma (55,56), Francesco Chetcuti ta' glejdq 
(31), Paolo Muscat il-P.ixxi (56) and Georgio Muscat ta: 
Pixxi (55), Anna Vella ta' Radmuni (37), Maria Cassia and 
Rosa Calleja ta' Saffarlu (4), and the large family tal-mejjet 
0,70,71,76,7S). 

Although Pisci was a surname60 it is unlikely that this 
nickname is derived from it since the designation il-Pixxi 
(p. 56) suggests that Paolo Muscat ,,'as the fiirst to whom it 
was assigned; a mildly obscene reference is a likelier ex
planation. 

1.3.4 Traditional nicknames 

It will be seen in the sequel article that so:ne nicknames 
have survived the vicissitudes of several centuries. Among 
these traditional nicknames one finds those with religious 
or biblical connotations, some that refer to plants, others to 
animals, tools, cloth and clothing, and others yet whose 
meaning is completely undecipherable being irretrievably 
lost with the passage of time. That nicknames with religious 

overtones should be endemic to traditionally religious Malta 
come s as no surprise, but allusion s to plants and animals 
seem to possess older roots. These cultural stereotypes are 
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shared with other, otherwise foreign, naming systems like 
the Teutonic and Celtic, and seem to be ingrained in 
early human totemic activities. 61 (Vide S. Freud, Totem and 
Taboo, London (1919) 181 et seq.). 

In the Naxxar 1832 list religious nicknames are poorly 
represented by only two entries: ta' Razul (5) and ta' Kristu 
(32). Nicknames after plants include: (ta') berwieqa (12,14, 
14), ta' bzara (49), ta' fjura (16), giZimina (78), tal-bukkett 
(69), ta' suffejra (24) and ta' cfiel aq (77) (? plural of cfolloq 
- wild butter-cup). 

Among nicknames after tools which could be indicative of 
the trades associated with them one finds: (ta') bokkin (41, 
41,78), Gummini (5,? 37), tal-harg (3,34,50), (ta') kanun 
(16,17), ta' lembubi (62), ta' mazzarella (32), tal-merbiez 
(6), t al-muS7?Jara (29), Ita' n assi (12, 12, 13,48), ta' stoppin 
(7), and (ta') xafrin (27,67,69). Cloth and clothing nick
names include: Baljuletta (51), ta' bamusa (56), tal-bellusa 
(75), (tal- )ghazli (8,38,39,46), and tal-vdu (17). 

Among aniqlal nicknames there are: tal-bahrija (42), tal
balloltra (29), tal-baqri (78), ta' bilbel (30), il-gurdien (56), 
tal-hmar (15), lampuka (63), lal-liebru (45,62), tal-muccu 
(5), trm-naJjh (78), ta' nemusa (2,30,74), stum('/lija (46), 
ta' ;;iumelli (47,51,76), ta' tajra (75), and ta' zrajmef, (7). 

As will be seen, these kinds of nicknames have been in 
constant use for centuries so that the original connotations 
must be altered beyond recognition. Nowadays one still 
describes human traits by reference to analogous physical 
qualities purportedly enjoyed by plants and animals like 
when one calls a phlegmatic person 'hassa' or a cruel person 
'kelb'. These metaphors reflect one's· mental set-up here 
and now, in Malta in the 20th century. In five centuries 
from now the idiom will have radically changed, just as it 
did over the past five centuries to obliterate all clues as to 
what 'berwieqa', say, could have connoted to a Medieval 
mind. 
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CONCLUSION 

In conformity with other nicknaming systems of the Medi
terranean, Maltese nicknames are seen to discharge a dual 
function of identification and of social contro!' The former 
abstracts from any stigmatizing connotations and can be 
subdivided according to references to personal names, sur
names, occupations and locality of origin. Except for the 
surname-nicknames, a re latively recent device, these cate
gories are seen to tally with the Semitic naming elements of 
Ism, Klln)'ah and Nishab."2 The latter function, efficiently 
discharged by satirizing a situation, is seen to correspond 
to the La(jah (Nac/a{J/) element. One deduces that nicknames 
represent a survival of the Semitic substratum surfacing 
through the official Name/Surname European nomenclature. 
This point will be taken up in the sequel paper. 
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